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THE NEW HEAVEN AND NEW EARTH 
(Revelation 21-22) Pt 2 

 
I. THE NEW HEAVEN AND NEW EARTH (Revelation 21:1) 

II. THE NEW JERUSALEM (Revelation 21:2-22:5 

A. Its VARIOUS FEATURES (21:2) 

B. Its SUPREME REALITY (21:3) 

C. Its EXCLUDED CONDITIONS (21:4) 

D. Its SUMMARY STATEMENT. (21:5-6a) 

E. Its OCCUPANTS. (22:6b-8) 

 

F. Its ____________ is the _________________________________which is what all of creation, including 

 man, was always designed to________________ . (21:9-11a) 

 

G. Its __________________was like a ________________________________________________________ 

 (21:11b) 

 

H. Its ___________was _____________and ___________ with____________________, with ______________  

manning the gate [towers] like watchmen, with the names of the ___________________________________  

written on them, along  with _____________________________ that have the names of the ______________ 

____________________________ written on them. (21:12-14) 

 

I. Its SPECIFIC DIMENSIONS. (21:15 - 17) 

 

1. The shape of the city is of a CUBE which is approximately _____________________ in length, height, and 

width. 

2. The size of its walls is________________, which is /may be in reference to its___________________. 

 

J. Its BUILDING MATERIALS. (21:18-21) 

 

1. The wall was made of ____________/________________ which is________________________________. 

 

2. The buildings in the city were made of________________________, like________________________. 

 

3. The foundations of the walls of the city were decorated with ____________________________________ 

      ______________________________ 

 

4. The twelve gates were_____________________, with each gate consisting of___________________. 

 

5. The main street of the city was____________________, like _________________________________.  

 

 

       K. Its ______________ is not a building, for the ____________________________________ and the __________ 

            are its temple. (21:22) 

 

       L. Its ________________________ did not require the ________ or the ______________to shine in it, for the  

          _______________________________  illuminated it, as the _________________ is its light. (21:23) 

     

      M.  Its ________________________ will be __________ to not only allow its residents full functionality but to  

          permit the ________________________________________ to walk by its means and for the ____________ 

         _________________ to bring their _______________and _________________________it. (21:24-26) 



 

  

     N.  Its ____________does not involve the ______________but only those who are _______________in the  

           ______________________________________. 

 

III. THE EPILOGUE OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION (Revelation 22:6-21) 

 

A. Some OBSERVATIONS You Need to Note. 

 

1. This epilogue has much similarity to the ______________________of the book. (1:1-8) 

 

2. The primary theme of these remaining verses highlight the reality that________________________________ 

______________________ (22:7, 12, 20) (Quickly) 

 

3. This section includes both promised ______________and_________________. (22:7,14,18,19) 

 

4. This conclusion includes _______________________for the saved and an ______________________for the 

unsaved  (22:12, 17) 

  

 5. This epilogue includes both ____________________ and_______________________. (22:7, 9) 

 

 

B. Several REALITIES You Need to Heed. (22:7-15) 

 

 1. You need to heed the ___________________of the Scriptures. (22:6a) 

 

2. You need to heed the ____________________________of these prophetic events. (22:6b) 

 

3. You need to heed the reality that_________________________________________________________ (22:7a) 

 

4. You need to heed the _____________to those who ___________the words of the prophecy of this book. (22:7) 

 

5. You need to heed the admonition to not _____________________________________of the Word of God but  

    instead,__________________________. (22:8-9) 

 

6. You need to heed that the book of Revelation is an _____________________book. (22:10) 

 

             7. You need to heed the stark reality of the___________, _______________________, _________________state  

              of the unsaved and saved. (22:11) 

 

8. You need to heed that when Jesus Christ returns that His _________________will be with Him to GIVE to  

    __________________________according to His______________. (22:12) 

 

9. You need to heed Who exactly is returning and Who you will ultimately give an account to – the Lord  

Jesus Christ who is the __________and____________, the ____________________and the__________, the  

___________ and the ___________. (22:13) 

 

10. You need to heed the striking contrast between the redeemed “who________________________________”  

versus those who die_______________________. (22:14-15) 

 

• What are the 2 blessings mentioned here regarding the saved? 

 

 

 

 

• How does all of this apply to you today? 


